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ABOUT
KASK, based in Italy, specializes in the
developing, designing, and manufacturing
of safety HELMETS of the highest quality. In
every field of application KASK helmets are at
the forefront, be it cycling, downhill, skiing,
ski touring, mountaineering, climbing, rescue,
work safety and horse riding helmets.
Born in 2004, KASK is a relatively young
company, but thanks to a talented team of
expert engineers and partnerships with Italy’s
market-leading factories, in this short time
the company has gone through a tremendous
evolution marked by success all along  the way.
KASK has been awarded with prizes like   ISPO
AWARD.
KASK quality is a guarantee as a result of many
carefully monitored safety tests and innovative
technologies used in the designing of the
helmets.
All our products are Made in Italy and passed
through the most rigorous safety and quality
tests of the KASK’s distinctive Comfort Safety
Design.
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TECHNICAL INFO

SAFETY STANDARDS

STANDARDS
BY DISCIPLINE

ASTM F1163-15 - Certified by

DRESSAGE

✓

✓

ENDURANCE

✓

✓

EVENTING

✓

✓

HORSE SOCIETY

✓

✓

RIDING FOR THE DISABLED

✓

✓

SHOWING COUNCIL

✓

✓

SHOWJUMPING

✓

✓

BY AREA
GREAT BRITAIN*

VG1 01.040 2014-12

✓

ASTM F1163-15 - Certified by

✓

USA

✓

CANADA

✓

AUSTRALIA

✓

REST OF THE WORLD

*Both standards are required
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VG1 01.040 2014-12

✓

✓

SAFETY WITH

KASK has always been committed to creating products that guarantee both maximum safety and comfort, exceeding
all requirements set by international standards and norms. Find out some important information on why KASK
helmets are among the safest and highest quality in the world.
WHERE ARE KASK HELMETS PRODUCED?
All KASK products are Made in Italy. The design and features of all the KASK helmet are innovative and
protected by numerous patents.
WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS APPLIED BY KASK?
KASK Equestrian helmets comply with the following certifications:
CE VG1 01.040 2014-12
ASTM F1163-15 - CERTIFIED BY SEI

WHAT TESTS ARE PERFORMED ON KASK HELMETS?
Among the numerous tests to verify the safety of a helmet there are:
- Impact resistance test
- Lateral deformation test
- Resistance to penetration test
- Peak deflection test
- Retention system strength and effectiveness test
- Rotational impact test
KASK not only fulfills all the criteria, but also exceeds the minimum requirements in terms of safety. Find
out more on our Instagram profile kask_equestrian in the video section.
HOW CAN I CHECK THE SAFETY CONDITION OF MY HELMET?
Check your helmet regularly from cracks, deformation, flaking and colour changes. These are all indicating
that your helmet could be deteriorated. Regular inspection is therefore recommended as the helmet’s
protective capacity diminishes over time due to ageing of the materials.
SHOULD I REPLACE THE HELMET AFTER A COLLISION?
KASK offers a guarantee in the event of an accidental breakage, so after a violent impact, even if no
damage is visible, it is recommended that you replace your helmet. It is important to know that its ability
to absorb further impacts may be compromised.
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO CHOOSE THE CORRECT SIZE?
The choice of helmet depends on its technical characteristics and the performance it provides, as well as
its comfort and design.
Tips for choosing a helmet:
1. First of all, wear the helmet for a few minutes to check whether it fits properly or whether it causes
discomfort somewhere on your head.
2. After putting it on, try to simulate some movements to check its comfort.
3. Once fastened, the helmet should feel comfortable without moving.
4. The strap and buckle should be fastened without preventing the neck from moving.
5. Always check the safety and comfort of the helmet to help you choose the best one!
The size of KASK helmets corresponds to the circumference of your head. You can use a tape measure:
place it just above your ears and note the measurement in centimetres.
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ROTATIONAL IMPACT WG11 TEST

KASK ROTATIONAL IMPACT WG11 TEST
KASK has always been committed to creating products that provide both excellent safety and comfort, exceeding
requirernents set by international standards and norms.
KASK ROTATIONAL IMPACT WG11 TEST is an internal protocol adopted by KASK to identify an objective
method, based on scientific sources, for measuring the performance of its helmets against rotational impacts.
Most helmets tests use rotational impact prevention technologies with headforms that have a higher coefficient of
friction than those of the human skull and therefore may not reflect what occurs in some accidents.
The "pass-fail" criterion is based on the BrlC value, an algorithm that defines the level of brain injury. This value
must be lower than 0,68.
The final test protocol is:
OBLIQUE IMPACT TESTS
oblique tests @ 45°, impact speed 6 m/s, BrlC < 0,68
+ grade 80 closed-coat aluminum oxide abrasive paper
+ headform nominal coefficient of friction 0,3
+ wireless system: triaxial accelerometer + n. 3 ARS
Headform: EN960 serie
Measurements:
Peak of rotational acceleration, Peak of linear acceleration, HIC, BRIC (< 0,68)
All KASK helmets successfully pass this test, with values that are substantially less than 0,68 BrlC 0,390.
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0.68
BrIC peak value
(Brain Injury Criteria)
The BrIC value is an
algorithm that defines
the typical level of
brain injury. This value
must be lower than
0.68 – the lower,
the better.

0.39
Our BrIC value is
never above 0.39.

1

2

3

4

LAB TESTED.
GALLOP APPROVED.
KASK created the Rotational Impact WG11 Test to
provide safer helmets. An invisible layer of protection
that far exceeds international norms.
The independent lab tested safety protocol challenges

5

6 m/s
Rotational impact tested
Based on science and realistic impact scenarios,
we test all our helmets for rotational impact
reduction at a minimum speed of 6 m/s.

the industry and surpasses the highest standards.
With our scientific background and intensive testing,
we create head protection that outperforms even
the most stringent test procedures with ease.
We are committed to the highest safety standards
for all your rides.

Find out more on kask.com/safety
or scan the code
ROTATIONAL IMPACT WG11 TEST PASSED is a KASK registered trademark.
The ROTATIONAL IMPACT TEST PASSED is a KASK internal oblique impact test that
measures the performance of its helmets against rotational impacts. This test has not
been adopted by CEN or its Working Group CEN TC158/Working Group 11.

kask.com
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
DOGMA | KOOKI SIZE CHART
CE | ASTM
SHELL

CM

INCHES

53

65⁄8

54

63⁄4

55

67⁄8

56

7

57

71⁄8

58

71⁄4

59

73⁄8

60

71⁄2

61

75⁄8

62

73⁄4

63

77⁄8

1

2
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INNER LABEL
EXPLANATORY MARKING DIAGRAM
1

MANUFACTURER
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MODEL DESIGNATION

2

MODEL NAME

8

STANDARDS

3

SIZE IN CM

4

SERIAL NUMBER

5

WEIGHT

6

DATE OF MANUFACTURE

FACSIMILE

12

1

KASK S.p.A.

7

HELMET FOR
EQUESTRIAN ACTIVITIES

2

DOGMA CHROME LIGHT

8

STANDARDS

3

PLACED ON THE INNER
LINING

4

19.202.750.001

5

580 g

6

MAG-19

EXCLUSIVE DETAILS

SMART VENTILATION SYSTEM

CARBON FIBER

Based on two honeycomb ventilation grids built in the
polystyrene, KASK helmets offer an smart integrated
ventilation system. High standards of cooling airflow
and breathability of the inner fabrics improve the rider’s
comfort.

The properties of carbon fibers, such as high stiffness, low
weight and high temperature tolerance will ensure the
rider the best level of performances and a modern look.

INTEGRATED AIRFLOW CONTROL

EXTRA SUN PROTECTION

Provides maximum ventilation through an air intake on the
front of the helmet and a hot air outlet port on the back.

Specifically created to provide extra sun protection to the
rider, the wide peak protects the skin against UV rays and
rain, while ensuring maximum visibility.

FIT SYSTEM

QUICK DRY

The KASK’s patented self-adjusting adjustment system with
its high-tech carbon look, introduced for the first time in
the equestrian market, allows the helmet to adapt perfectly
and automatically to the rider’s head by gently positioning
itself on the back of the head.

The Quick Dry inner padding is highly breathable,
antibacterial and thermoregulating.

SWAROVSKI® ELEMENTS

MERINO WOOL

The original hand-applied Swarovski® elements will give all
female riders a sophisticated and elegant look.

Thanks to the properties of Merino wool, the exclusive
KASK technology for its helmets, the inner padding
provides unmatched comfort. The natural fibres of Merino
wool, maintain body temperature in contact with the skin,
ensuring high breathability and quick drying.

FAUX LEATHER CHINSTRAP

CLICK- IN SYSTEM

The anallergic and easy to clean chinstrap is extremely
comfortable and helps to avoid irritation of the skin.

The ideal solution to ensure the highest level of comfort
and hygiene. The connection between the removable and
washable inner padding and the shell is improved by the
Click-in System. Its design is discreet and minimalist, with
three pins that easily adapt to the shell.
13

100% MERINO WOOL
The safety of KASK products is also guaranteed in terms of comfort, once again unsurpassed in the KASK Equestrian
collection thanks to the use of Merino wool in the helmets’ inner padding: a natural antibacterial fibre that provides
unique levels of breathability and thermoregulation. The project is the result of the exclusive collaboration with
REDA, an Italian excellence in the production of Merino wool which, like KASK, is based on the production of high
quality products, entirely Made in Italy.
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MADE IN ITALY FABRIC

QUICK DRYING

ODOURLESS

SOFT TOUCH

HIGHLY BREATHABLE

THERMAL CONTROL

CRYSTALS FROM SWAROVSKI®
Since 1895 Swarovski® has been supplying crystals of unparalleled quality, a symbol of
craftsmanship and creativity that goes far beyond mere manufacture. Their brilliance
and versatility possess the magical power to create artistic visions and have become
key ingredients of contemporary design.
The seal ‘Crystals from Swarovski®’ gives distinction to everything it adorns. Created
using high-security holographic technology on silver foil, it bears the words ‘Crystals
from Swarovski®’, the signature of the founder Daniel Swarovski®, and ‘Since 1895’,
the year of Swarovski’s founding: these data communicate Swarovski’s long, rich
history.
At the same time, the traceability code reinforces the authenticity of the seal, all in
an overall view and impression that emphasizes the heritage, expertise and position
of a premium product.
The absolute clarity of the brand name, reinforced by the seal, makes it immediately
clear where KASK products made from real Swarovski® crystals come from and how
authentic they are.
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CONFIGURATOR

The KASK Configurator brings your dream helmet to life!
Now you can select and customise every component of your helmet, from the colour and texture of the outer shell
to the rivet on the chinstrap. Do not forget the possibility of colouring the frame and logo or customising the grids
with crystals.
With over 1000 possible combinations, customising helmets has never been easier. Match the colours of your team,
your jacket, your saddle or represent your country.
The customer is given the opportunity to store information and images of the helmet made by configurator by
saving in pdf, sharing on social media or printing the document.
The available currencies are:
EURO, POUND, USD, AUD, CAD.
Build your image together with KASK, build your helmet with the configurator!
The product cannot be purchased directly from the website.

SCAN THE
QR CODE
16

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Proper care and maintenance of KASK helmets are very important in providing the intended protection to riders.

STORAGE
When not in use, it is preferable to store the helmet protected from direct sunlight and away from heat sources; we
recommend storing the helmet in its original packaging. Do not apply adhesives, solvents, self-adhesive labels, and
paints that do not comply with the manufacturer’s specifications. Any intervention or modification not provided by
the manufacturer may affect the protective function of the helmet.

CLEANING
OUTER SHELL
Clean the helmet using only water, mild soap and a soft, clean cloth, allowing it to dry naturally at room temperature.
Alternatively, use the KASK Cleaning Kit which is sold separately.
Absolutely avoid the use of chemical cleaners and solvents.
INNER SHELL
The inner padding can be removed and washed by hand in cold water or in a washing machine (max. 30°C).
Any contact with corrosive or aggressive substances should be avoided, as well as the use of chemical cleaners and
solvents.
You can also refresh your inner padding using the KASK Cleaning Kit, which is sold separately.

MARKINGS/LABELLING
The information contained on the inside of the helmet, printed on the label under the padding, should not be
removed for any reason. The helmet size in cm | inches is printed directly on the helmet padding.

LIFE TIME
The useful life of the helmet depends on the occurrence of different degenerative factors, including changes in
temperature, exposure to direct sunlight, and frequency of use. The helmet must be checked periodically and in
any case before each use, to detect the presence of damage such as cracks, detachment, deformation or peeling
revealing deterioration of the helmet. Elements that have suffered significant impacts must be replaced even if
they do not display obvious signs of damage. In any case, it is advisable to replace the helmet 10 years after the
production date, because protection decreases with time due to the ageing of materials. The production date is
reported on the inside of the helmet.

HELMET REPLACEMENT
KASK strictly recommends to change the helmet in case of impact. It is therefore important that replacement of
the helmet is required if it has been subjected to a severe impact regardless of the service life and whether there is
any physical damage to the helmet or not, since the design strength and effectiveness have been greatly reduced.
For any other information about how to properly maintain and use KASK helmets, please refer to the use and care
booklet.
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COLLECTION 2022
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KOOKI

Meet KOOKI, our latest equestrian helmet - entirely Made in Italy.
Perfect for the show ring and schooling, the Kooki is an everyday helmet
that will match every outfit.
This unique helmet bring style, safety and comfort together in perfect
harmony. The design of the helmet is universal for all riders and disciplines.
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KOOKI

INTEGRATED AIRFLOW CONTROL
Provides maximum ventilation through an air
intake on the front of the helmet and a hot air
outlet port on the back.

QUICK DRY
The Quick Dry inner padding is highly
breathable, antibacterial and thermoregulating.
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KOOKI

EXTRA SUN PROTECTION *
Specifically created to provide extra sun
protection to the rider, the wide peak protects
the skin against UV rays and rain, while ensuring
maximum visibility.
*Only in the Kooki Lady version

CLICK- IN SYSTEM

FAUX LEATHER CHINSTRAP

The ideal solution to ensure the highest level
of comfort and hygiene. The connection
between the removable and washable inner
padding and the shell is improved by the Clickin System. Its design is discreet and minimalist,
with three pins that easily adapt to the shell.

The anallergic and easy to clean chinstrap
is extremely comfortable and helps to avoid
irritation of the skin.
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KOOKI

Black Matt
HHE00036.211

Navy Matt
HHE00036.399

Black Shine
HHE00036.397

Navy Shine
HHE00036.398

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

24

STANDARDS

Black Shadow
HHE00036.432

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 550 g | 1.21 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.

KOOKI LADY

Black Matt
HHE00037.211

Navy Matt
HHE00037.399   

Black Shine
HHE00037.397

Navy Shine
HHE00037.398

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

STANDARDS

Black Shadow
HHE00037.432

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 550 g | 1.21 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.
25
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DOGMA

DOGMA was one of the first helmets we designed. And 2022 sees our
icon return, completely reworked.
You really cannot go wrong with Dogma on your head. This is not only
an accessory for protection, this top product demonstrates how a helmet
can be much, much more.
The all-new DOGMA is 100% Italian designed and made to offer a rare
combination of beauty, comfort and safety.
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DOGMA

SMART VENTILATION SYSTEM

CARBON FIBER*

Based on two honeycomb ventilation grids
built in the polystyrene, KASK helmets offer
an smart integrated ventilation system. High
standards of cooling airflow and breathability
of the inner fabrics improve the rider’s comfort.

The latest technology in materials science and
manufacturing. The properties of carbon fibers,
such as high stiffness, low weight and high
temperature tolerance will ensure the rider the
best level of performances and a modern look.
*Only in the Dogma/Star Lady Carbon version
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FIT SYSTEM

MERINO WOOL

The KASK’s patented self-adjusting adjustment
system with its high-tech carbon look,
introduced for the first time in the equestrian
market, allows the helmet to adapt perfectly
and automatically to the rider’s head by gently
positioning itself on the back of the head.

Thanks to the properties of Merino wool, the
exclusive KASK technology for its helmets, the
inner padding provides unmatched comfort.
The natural fibres of Merino wool, maintain
body temperature in contact with the skin,
ensuring high breathability and quick drying.

DOGMA

EXTRA SUN PROTECTION *

SWAROVSKI® ELEMENTS

Specifically created to provide extra sun
protection to the rider, the wide peak protects
the skin against UV rays and rain, while ensuring
maximum visibility.

The original hand-applied Swarovski® elements
will give all female riders a sophisticated and
elegant look.
*Only in the Dogma/Star Lady version

*Only in the Star Lady version

CLICK- IN SYSTEM
The ideal solution to ensure the highest level
of comfort and hygiene. The connection
between the removable and washable inner
padding and the shell is improved by the Clickin System. Its design is discreet and minimalist,
with three pins that easily adapt to the shell.

QUICK DRY
The Quick Dry inner padding is highly
breathable, antibacterial and thermoregulating.

FAUX LEATHER CHINSTRAP
The anallergic and easy to clean chinstrap
is extremely comfortable and helps to avoid
irritation of the skin.
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PRÊT-À-PORTER

DOGMA HUNTER

Navy
HHE00038.230

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
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STANDARDS

Black
HHE00038.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 565 g | 1.24 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.

PRÊT-À-PORTER

STAR LADY HUNTER

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

Navy
HHE00039.230   

STANDARDS

Black
HHE00039.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 565 g | 1.24 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.
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PRÊT-À-PORTER

DOGMA CHROME

Navy
HHE00040.230

Brown
HHE00040.317

Anthracite
HHE00040.209

Black/Silver
HHE00040.298

Navy/Silver
HHE00040.212

Black/Everyrose
HHE00040.324

Navy/Everyrose
HHE00040.325

Black/Gold
HHE00040.357

Navy/Gold
HHE00040.358

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
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STANDARDS

Black
HHE00040.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 565 g | 1.24 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.

PRÊT-À-PORTER

STAR LADY CHROME

Navy
HHE00041.230

Brown
HHE00041.317

Anthracite
HHE00041.209

Black/Silver
HHE00041.298

Navy/Silver
HHE00041.212

Black/Everyrose
HHE00041.324

Navy/Everyrose
HHE00041.325

Black/Gold
HHE00041.357

Navy/Gold
HHE00041.358

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

STANDARDS

Black
HHE00041.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 570 g | 1.25 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.
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PRÊT-À-PORTER

DOGMA PURE SHINE

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
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Navy
HHE00042.230

Anthracite
HHE00042.209

STANDARDS

Black
HHE00042.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 565 g | 1.24 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.

PRÊT-À-PORTER

STAR LADY PURE SHINE

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

Navy
HHE00043.230

Anthracite
HHE00043.209

STANDARDS

Black
HHE00043.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 570 g | 1.25 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.
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SPECIAL EDITIONS

DOGMA CARBON SHINE

Black
HHE00044.210

Dark Brown
HHE00044.231

Light Brown
HHE00044.319

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
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STANDARDS

The anallergic chinstrap and the peak of our Carbon collection are made of genuine leather

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 525 g | 1.15 lbs
  Lead time: 40 days from o.c.

SPECIAL EDITIONS

DOGMA CARBON MATT

Black
HHE00045.210

Dark Brown
HHE00045.231

Light Brown
HHE00045.319

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

STANDARDS

The anallergic chinstrap and the peak of our Carbon collection are made of genuine leather

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 525 g | 1.15 lbs
  Lead time: 40 days from o.c.
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SPECIAL EDITIONS

STAR LADY CARBON SHINE

Black
HHE00046.210

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
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STANDARDS

The anallergic chinstrap and the peak of our Carbon collection are made of genuine leather

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 525 g | 1.15 lbs
  Lead time: 40 days from o.c.

PERSONALIZATIONS

ID TAG

KASK is always looking for new ideas to make your helmet truly unique. Now you
can make it even more special by engraving your initials, a motivational phrase or
something important to you. Type up to 12 letters and include special characters,
anything is possible!   
- 3D UV laser technology
- High-contrast burnt-in effect clearly visible on all colours
- Can be placed on back left side of the insert
- The selected font is Gautreaux Medium with a maximum lenght of 12 characters
- Uppercase or lowercase letters, numbers and special characters allowed
*Personalization not available on KOOKI, KOOKI Lady and CARBON Collection

Font: Gautreaux Medium
3,5 cm

No one can teach riding so well as a horse
39

PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS RIVET

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Choose the helmet you like and apply the Swarovski® rivet.
The application is possible on all chinstraps of the KASK Equestrian collection
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
40

PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS FRAME

Black

Navy

Silver

Aureum

Parsh

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
The sparkling details can be applied on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
41

PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS CARPET

Black

Navy

Silver

Aureum

Parsh

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
The sparkling details can be applied on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
42

PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS MIDNIGHT

Black

Navy

Anthracite

Silver

Parsh

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
The sparkling details can be applied on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
43

PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS ON THE ROCKS

Black

Navy

Silver

Aureum

Parsh

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
The sparkling details can be applied on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
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PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS GALUCHAT

Black

Silver

Parsh

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
The sparkling details can be applied on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
45

PERSONALIZATIONS

CRYSTALS PEARLS

Rosé

Ocean

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
The sparkling details can be applied on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
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PERSONALIZATIONS

LEATHER

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Choose the helmet you like the most and match the leather to your boots.
The application is possible on all the helmets of the Dogma collection.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
47

PERSONALIZATIONS

PAINTED

Lemon Yellow

Monarch Orange

Valentine Red

Forest Green

Sandy

Burgundy

Baby Blue

Electric Blue

Fucsia Magenta

Aquamarine

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
All the helmets can take on a new identity by customising them with your favourite colour on the helmet frame.

Lead time: 40 days from o.c
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PERSONALIZATIONS

FLAG

Italy

France

Canada

Australia

Germany

UK

*More than 180 available flags
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
All models of the Dogma collection can be personalized with the waving flag, applied on both aerators.
Available on request only. Each helmet is handmade in Italy.
Lead time: 40 days from o.c
49

OTHER DISCIPLINES

DOGMA XC

Black/Silver
HHE00047.298

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
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STANDARDS

Black
HHE00047.210

SIZES From 53 to 63 cm | From  6 5/8 to 7 7/8 in
WEIGHT 565 g | 1.24 lbs
  Lead time: 10 business days from o.c.

ACCESSORIES

KOOKI Bag
510047-001

KOOKI Inner Padding
HPA00004

KOOKI Winter Padding
HPA00005

DOGMA Backpack
HAC00005

DOGMA Inner Padding
HPA00006

DOGMA Winter Padding
HPA00007

Lady Fit-System
HAC00002

Chinstrap pad
HAC00003

Lateral Inserts
HAC00001

Cleaning kit
HAC00004

DOGMA Color Frame Kit
XDI00098

DOGMA Swarovski Kit
XDI00094
51

TRAVEL SERIES
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TRAVEL SERIES

RIDER BACKPACK VERTIGO 22L
Dim. 26x46x18 cm
XME00050

GROOM BACKPACK SEAN 26L
Dim. 28x52x20 cm
XME00051
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MERCHANDISING

HOODIE
MAN XME00001 - WOMAN XME00002
WOMEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

XS-S-M-L-XL
S-M-L-XL-XXL

WOMEN’S COLORS
MEN’S COLORS
Lead time: 4 weeks from o.c.

T-SHIRT
MAN XME00005 - WOMAN XME00006
WOMEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

XS-S-M-L-XL
S-M-L-XL-XXL

AVAILABLE COLORS
Lead time: 4 weeks from o.c.

BASEBALL CAP
XME00026
AVAILABLE COLORS
Lead time: 4 weeks from o.c.
54
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Reproduction forbidden. All rights reserved. Some of the products shown may differ from products supplied. Kask spa. reserves the right to make variations/
improvements of any of the product or data shown at any time, without notice. All the products are designed and engineered by Kask spa. Italy. The illustrations,
descriptions and dimensions shown in this catalogue are indicative. KASK reserves the right to modify or improve them in any moment. The colours have been
reproduced with the accuracy allowed by the process of printing. KASK products are not fruit of child labour.
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